
For years, custom installers in the high-end residential market have implemented High
Definition video distribution systems using the Crestron PVID, which distributes com-

ponent video over a single CAT5e cable. Soon, however, HD content will only
be viewable via HDMI.

HDMI (High Definition Multimedia Interface) is the
only industry-supported, uncompressed digi-

tal audio/video, single-cable interface
that supports content protection, and is

the de facto standard digital inter-
face for HD in the consumer elec-
tronics market. More than 500

companies have adopted HDMI, and
over 130 million HDMI devices shipped

in 2007 with nearly one billion HDMI devices are expected to be installed by 2010. 
Despite industry buy-in, a practical whole house HDMI distribution solution has eluded

installers. The consumer electronics industry envisioned the HDMI interface for short, in-
room cables, leaving custom installers and their clients frustrated.

There are two determative factors complicating whole-home HD video distribution today.
The first is the video signal’s data rate (often referred to as bandwidth, or bit rate), which
affects the maximum cable length. The second is content protection, which prevents unau-
thorized recording, distribution or playback of HD content.

Data rate is the amount of information that is transmitted each second (Mbps). Data rates
increase as the following factors increase: resolution (the number of pixels), frame rate, and
color depth. Progressive scan signals also require a greater data rate than interlaced signals
with the same resolution and color depth. Higher date rates translate into shorter cable runs.

High-end displays are driving HD specs and customer expectations through the roof.
Today’s HD displays are
capable of 1080p, 60Hz
and 24-bit color. The
HDMI 1.3a specification
increases its single-link
bandwidth from 165MHz
(4.95Gbps) to 340MHz

(10.2 Gbps) to support the capabilities of next-generation displays such as 1440p (2560x1440),
120Hz, and Deep Color. Deep Color enables the processing and transmission of billions rather
than millions of colors, greatly increasing a display’s contrast ratio, vividness and accuracy. 

While HD content such as HDTV (satellite and cable), Blu-ray and HD-DVD are deliv-
ered as compressed MPEG streams, all outputs on the playback devices are uncom-
pressed video. Only HDMI can transmit full uncompressed signals with Deep Color, and
deliver optimal refresh rates, which eliminates jerkiness of movie content and optimizes
the display’s capabilities. 

These high bandwidth signals deliver full picture quality but are limited to short cables,
making whole house distribution nearly impossible. In-line amplifiers are little help because
they simply boost the signal, adding noise which may result in lost data, rather than regen-
erating the digital signal. A bad HDMI signal can result in dropped or frozen frames (HDCP
errors) or complete signal loss that will stop playback. 

HDCP (High Bandwidth Digital Content Protection) is a protection mechanism developed
by Intel and exclusively transmitted over HDMI. HDCP prevents the recording of HD video

signals and restricts content only to
“protected” outputs. AV sources that
are HDCP compatible (DVD players,
HDTV satellite and cable set-top
boxes, and a few entertainment PCs)
require a secure connection to a com-
pliant display, a process often
described as “the handshake.”

HDMI devices, which support
HDCP, ensure that viewers will have
access to premium HD content now
and in the future. HD-DVD and Blu-ray
discs contain a flag, called the Image
Constraint Token, which — if present,
will mandate that the content is trans-
mitted over HDMI, not component, in
order to display HD. The movie stu-
dios have delayed activation of the
HDCP content protection flag in
today’s HD media to minimize any
transition issues. So while video
devices support HD video over com-
ponent outputs today, in the near
future movies will only be viewable at
HD resolutions over HDMI.

In addition to video, HDMI also
maintains audio in its pure digital form
all the way to the amplifier, and carries
eight discrete, uncompressed chan-
nels for 7.1 surround sound. HDMI
1.3a supports the latest lossless audio
formats, such as Dolby® TrueHD and
DTS-HS® Master Audio, far exceeding
the capabilities of SPDIF. However,
unlike previous-generation audio con-
nections, HDMI cannot, on its own,
distribute both stereo and surround
sound audio at the same time.

Technical issues aside, HDMI cable
is difficult to install. HDMI cables are
only available in pre-fabricated cable
lengths, are difficult to pull through
walls, and HDMI connectors cannot be
terminated in the field. 

If HDMI is the only interface avail-
able for true HD signals, how is whole
house HD distribution possible? Stay
tuned. In less than a year, Crestron will
be unveiling a comprehensive, cost-
effective solution to successfully dis-
tribute HDCP compliant, uncom-
pressed HD audio and video content. 

For a sneak peek, visit

www.crestron.com/digitalmedia.
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